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ABSTRACT

We observe the eruption Of:a large-scale (_ 300,000 km) quiet-region solar

filament, leading to an Earth-directed "halo" coronal mass ejection (CME). We

use coronal imaging data in EUV from the EUV Imaging Telescope (EIT) on the

Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) satellite, and in soft X-rays (SXRs)

from the Soft X-ray Telescope (SXT) on the Yohkoh satellite. We also use spec-

troscopic data from the Coronal Diagnostic Spectrometer (CDS), magnetic data

from the Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI), and white-light coronal data from

the Large Angle and Spectrometric Coronagraph Experiment (LASCO), all on

SOHO. Initially the filament shows a slow (_ 1 km s 1 projected against the solar

disk) and approximately constant-velocity rise for about 6 hours, before erupting

rapidly, reaching a velocity of _ 8 km s -1 over the next _ 25 min. CDS Doppler

data show Earth-directed filament velocities ranging from < 20 km s -1 (the noise

limit) during the slow-rise phase, to _ 100 km s-1 early in the eruption. Begin-

ning within 10 hours prior to the start of the slow rise, localized new magnetic

flux emerged near one end of the filament. Near the start of and during the slow-

rise phase, SXR microflaring occurred repeatedly at the fiux-emergence site_ in

conjunction with the development of a fan of SXR illumination of the magnetic

arcade over the filament. The SXR microfiares, development of the SXR fan,

and motion of the slow-rising filament are all consistent with "tether-weakening"

reconnection occurring between the newly-emerging flux and the overlying ar-

cade field containing the filament field. The microflares and fan structure are

not prominent in EUV, and would not have been detected without the SXR

data. Standard "twin dimmings" occur near the location of the filament, and

"remote dimmings" and "brightenings" occur further removed from the filament.

We interpret these intensity changes to be reasonable signatures of the expan-
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sion ("opening") of the erupting field and its reconneetion with overarching field

during the eruption. We cannot discern whether the transition from the slow rise

to the fast eruption was caused by a final episode of tether-weakening reconnec-

tion or by one or some combination of other possible mechanisms allowed by the

observations, including tether-cutting reeonneetion, breakout reconnection, and

MHD instability or loss of magnetostatic equilibrium. In contrast, the observa-

tions strongly favor tether-weakening reeonnection as the cause of the slow rise

prior to the transition to fast eruption.

Subject headings: Sun: flares Sun: filaments Sun: UV radiation Sun: X-rays,

gamma rays Sun: coronal mass ejections ' CMEs)
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1. Introduction

Solar eruptions result in the rapid expulsion from the Sun of magnetic field, material,

and radiations in the form of coronal mass ejections (CMEs) and solar flares. Why

eruptions occur is a major outstanding question of solar physics. Research over the past

several decades, and in particular that based on observations from space over the last three

decades, has vastly improved our understanding of these events, and led to formation of

several ideas for the eruption mechanism.

We know that eruptions occur at locations on the Sun where there is a build-up of a

large amount of magnetic energy, and eruptions occur when this energy is released via some

process. Many of the eruption models deal with how this energy release is accomplished.

For example, Forbes &: Isenberg (1991) and Lin et al. (1998) discuss how convergence of

magnetic flux below a flux tube situated a magnetic-polarity inversion line can lead to

enhancement of the flux tube and its eventuM disruption due to an instability. Chen &

Shibata (2000) present a model where eruption results when tension in a sheared arcade or

flux rope field is weakened via reconnection between that main field and an emerging flux;

this is similar to the tether weakening and tether cutting schemes presented by Moore &=

Roumeliotis (1992) and by Moore _ LaBorite (1980); Sturrock (1989); Moore &: Roumeliotis

(1992); Moore et al. (2001). Antiochos (1998) and Antiochos, DeVote, & Klimchuk (1999)

discuss instead disruption of a sheared core field from above, when tension between the

core field and an overlying restraining field (of polarity opposite that of the core field) is

reduced via reconnection between the two field systems. Another theoretical possibility for

the eruption cause is kinking (kink instability) of an emerging flux rope (e.g., Stnrrock

et aL 2001; Linker et al. 2001; Fan _ Gibson 2004; Rust _ LaBonte 2005; Gibson _z Fan

2006). Some reviews describing basic aspects of several eruption ideas are Forbes (2000),

Klimchuk (2001), Lin, Soon, & Baliunas (2003), and Moore & Sterling (2006).
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To determinewhich (if any)of thesemechanismsis predominatelyresponsible

for eruptions,it is necessaryto observethe evolutionof eruptionsandcomparewith

expectationsfromthe models.In particular,wewouldlike to knowthe behaviorof the

magneticfield aroundthe coreof the eruptingregionprior to andduringthe explosive

eruption. Wehavebeenattemptingto studytb_isfor severaleventsthroughdetailed

analysisusingfilamentsastracersof the the otherwise-invisibleevolvingfield, andfor

someof thesealsoexaminingintensityvariations(dimmingsandbrightenings)in EUV

andsoftX-rays(SXR)that canbe indicativeof evolutionof the field outsideof the

filament(Sterling& Moore2003,2004a,b,2005).Thepurposeof the presentpaperis

to continuetheseinvestigationsby studyinganeruptionthat occurrednearsolardisk

centeron2001February28. Similarto the previouseruptionswehavereportedon, this

eruptionalsoinvolvesa filamentwhoseearlymovementis a slowrise (asoftenoccurs,e.g.

Tandberg-Hanssen,Martin, _zHansen1980;Kahleret al. 1988;Feynman& Ruzmaikin

2004),indicativeof a slowpre-emptionexpansionof the magneticfieldsinvolvedin the

eruption.WealsoinvestigatespectroscopicDopplermotionsof thefilamentandassociated

featuresfromaroundthetime of eruptiononsetfor this event.Wewill showthat for this

eventthereis strongevidencethat the causeof theslowriseof thefilamentwasmagnetic

reconnectionbetweenthemainfilamentfield andnewly-emergingflux, but wecouldnot

isolatea singlecauseof the onsetof the rapideruption(similarto the collectiveresultsof

severalof ourpreviousinvestigations,Moore& Sterling2006).

Thiseruptionoccurredin aquietregion,andthereforethe evolutiontowarderuption

wasrelativelyslowcomparedto typical activeregioneruptions;this isa consequenceof the

relativelyweakfieldstreng*hin quietregions_andcorrespondinglylowerAlfv6nvelocities.

Becauseofthis slowevolution,weareableto followcloselythetimingsof filamentmotions

comparedwith variousintensitychanges,evenwith the relativelylow or non-uniform

cadenceof ourobservations.
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2. Instrumentation and Data

We useimaging,magnetic,andspectroscopic'datafor our analysis.Imagingdata

includethosein EUV fromtheEUV ImagingTelescope(EIT; Delaboudial_reet aL1995)

on the SolarandHeliospherieObservatory(SOHO)satellite, and in SXRs from tile soft

X-ray telescope (SXT; Tsuneta et al. 1991) on the Yohkoh satellite. Magnetic data are

from the Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI; Scherrer et al. 1995) and spectroscopic data,

including rastered images, are from the Coronal Diagnostic Spectrometer (CDS; Harrison

et al. 1995), both on SOHO.

Our EIT data are primarily from its 195 A Fe xlI filter at a 12-minute cadence and

spatial pixel resolution of 2".6. EIT's fall-disk coverage is ideal for observing larger-scale

eruptions, such as the one we study here. We use mainly fall-disk A1Mg-filter images

from SXT, with cadence varying from about 2 minutes, to over an hour during times of

spacecraft night or data gaps. Filaments are visible in the EUV images (e.g., Mein et al.

2001; Schmieder et al. 2004; Anzer _= Heinzel 2005), and we use these images to track the

filament movements.

CDS provides spectral information in various lines, and for this study we generally

used O v data. CDS has a slit length of 240", and a spatial resolution of 4.06" × 1.68".

We used CDS images generated by rastering across an area of the Sun from west to east

(right to left in the images). Each raster consisted of 260 steps and took _ 10 rain, and so

that is the cadence of our CDS raster images. For the current set of observations the CDS

field of view (Fov) was 250" x 160", and it was in a mode where the rastering occurred

repeatedly over the same fixed heliocentric location, with solar features rotating with time

into its FOV from the east and out of its FOV in the west. In computing velocities in the

region of the filament eruption, we took zero velocity to be the average of the rasters before

the filament appeared in the CDS field of view. Hence the Doppler velocities measured
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are relative to the quiet background velocity, which is the most accurate way to deal with

this issue. The data were calibrated using the standard CDS software which corrects for

geometrical distortions as well as the standard instrumental corrections.

The eruption occurred on 2001 February 28, beginning near 12:00 UT, with the

filament that erupted located at longitude between about 5° and 15° west of Sun center and

latitude between 5° N and 20° S. It occurred in a weak magnetic region, with only small

spots present. Evolution toward eruption was relatively slow, with a slow-rise pre_eruption

phase lasting several hours (compared to typically only a few minutes for strong-field

active-region eruptions) and the SXR output relatively weak; SXR flux from the 1 8/_

channel of the GOES satellite showed a weak increase above background to the mid-B level

near 13:30 UT that likely resulted from this eruption, and several even weaker increases at

earlier times that may have been from imaged SXR enhancements that we observed during

the pre-eruption phase (eft Fig. 5 below). White-light coronal images from the Large Angle

and Spectrometric Coronagraph Experiment (LASCO; Brueckner et al. 1995) on SOHO

recorded a partial halo CME from 14:50 UT. with a possible precursor visible from as early

as 13:50 UT Fig. i 1. Its projected velocity against the plane of the sky was _ 300 km s -1,

according to the LASCO CME catalog tYashiro et al. 2004_.

3. Observations and Analysis

3.1. Filament Motions

Figure 2 shows EIT images of the erupting region, where arrows point out the filament.

Prior to eruption the filament undergoes slow movement beginning about 6 hours prior to

eruption; it shows substantial change between Figures 2a and 2b, particularly the southern

portion of the filament compare the two southernmost arrows in the two panels). By
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the time of Figure 2c, the filament has erupted, with a bright flare loop visible in box 5

and regions around boxes 2 and 3 having undergone intensity dimming compared to the
/ .J

previous panel. Figure 2d shows the situation several hours after eruption, where additional

dimmings have occur'red in boxes 6 and 7. Video 1 is an EIT movie of the erupting filament.

Figure 3a (and also Fig. 5a) shows the movement of the filament along the fiducials of

Figure 2a. Our error bars are lc_ uncertainties based on three independent measurements

of the filament motion. Some of the motions prior to 6:00 UT may be real, indicating

that filament is undulating prior to eruption, perhaps due to unresolved counterstreaming

or twist (e.g., Wiik et al. 1997). At about 5:30 UT the filament begins moving out along

the southern fiducial. This motion continues until about 11:30 UT, after which time the

flament rapidly accelerates and erupts. Thus, for about 6 hours the filament undergoes a

slow-rise phase prior to eruption, similar to what we have seen in earlier studies. Motion

along _he northern fiducial of Figure 2 becomes unambiguously pronounced after abou_

ii:00 UT_ although more subtle motions of the filament are apparen_ a_ earlier times see

video 1 I. and these are reflected in the plot in Figure 3a. Motions of the northern portion of

the filament are less obvious than in its southern portion perhaps because the motions are

directed along the line of sight, or because this portion of the filament is more stationary

than the southern portion during the slow rise Figure 3a shows the north fi]a_nent's curve

apparently decreasing m height with time: actuahy fl is merely mofmg in a direction

opposite to that of _he southern portion of the filament. It is difficult to detect the northern

portion of the filament at the time of eruption in the EIT images (jus_ pas_ 12:00 UT_. and

so the curve in the plot just terminates.

From Figure 3a we can measure the velocity of the filament. If we take the motion

during the slow-rise phase to be constant, a least-square fit between 07:24:57 UT and

]i:ii:30 UT glves a speed of 0.8 l_n s i for the slow rise along the southern fiducial. After
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eruptionstartsa linearfit doesnot seemappropriatefor a veryextendedtimeperiod.

BetweenIi:35:32UT and12:47:33UT the motionis roughlylinear,anda linearfit givesa

speedof about7.5km s-I. Thesevaluesarefor motionprojectedagainstthe disk;asthe

eruptionis neardiskcenterandappearsto be roughlyvertical,the radialvelocityaway

theSunwill besubstantiallylarger.Wecanestimatethe outwardvelocityfor thesouthern

fidueial,assumingverticalmotions.At the timeof eruptionthe filamentalongthat fiducial

wasbetweenabout8° and 12° awayfromdiskcenter.This givestheradial velocitiesto

bebetweenabout5 and 7 timesthe projectedvalues;that is, the slowrisevelocityis

5:=1km s-I. andearlyin the eruptionthe velocityis 454- 8 km s-I. Motions of the

filament projected on the disk along the northern fiducial is initially to the east, opposite

that of the southern part of the filament. This indicates that as the filament erupts it either

twists as is rises, or it expands and appears to twist because different portions of it move

toward opposite sides of the line-of-sight between the Sun and the SOHO satellite.

3.2. Intensity Variations During Slow-Rise Phase and Eruption

Figure 3b shows the EIT intensities as functions of time (lightcurves) integrated over

the boxes of Figure 2. For context, we first discuss boxes 5 and 10. Box 5 is at the location

of the main flaring loops, and its lightcurve shows that the primary flare starts in EUV

near 13:00 UT. Weaker brightenings are discernable at earlier times at and around the

box 5 location, and these brightenings are reflected in some of the fluctuations in the box 5

lightcurve h'om at least 10:00 UT. Box 1 is of a region that shows substantial low-level

activity during the event; this is one of our most important boxes since, as we shall discuss

in §4, activity at this location could have played a primary role in the initiation of the

eruption of the filament and CME. Boxes 2 and 3 are locations of a pair of dimmings

"twin dimmings," §3.3) that form on either end of the flare arcade. Boxes 6, 7, and 9
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are at regions where we have identified dimn_ngs that are farther removed from the main

erupting region than those of boxes 2 and 3 ("remote dimmings," §3.3). Box 8 is a location

where we also see intensity changes_ but primarily in SXRs.

Figu_re 4 shows A1Mg-filter SXR images from SXT of the same region as that in

Figure 2. Loops in the region prior to eruption are consistent with a sheared magnetic

geometry, with a roughly sigmoid shape (Sterling & Hudson 1997; Canfield, Hudson, &

McKenzie 1999). The filament is not visible in the SXR images, but arrows in Figure 4b

point out a bright SXR loop; this is the last loop of a fan of loops that shows up prominently

in the SXR images from about the time of the start of the filament's slow-rise phase (cf.

Fig. 3a), and persists until the time of eruption, as we will discuss in §4. This SXR. feature

has no obvious significant manifestation in the EUV images.

Figure 5 is anMogous to Figure 3, but for SXRs instead of EUV. As in Figure 3,

the box 5 lightcurve represents the flux of the flare arcade and the background lightcurve

is again that of box 10. We use box 4 in place of box 3, however, because box 4 better

captures the region that dims in SXRs than does box 3, while box 3 better captures the

EUV dimming. Boxes 3 and 4 are separated by about 60" /both are plotted in Fig. 6b

below_: this is larger than the uncertainty in the aligumen_ between the SXT and EIT

images, which we estimate to be about 10" based on the co-alignment of features in the

other boxes between Figures 2 and 4. Thus the shift in position between the EUV and

SXR images for this dimming region may be due to features in the respective lines-of-sight

in the two wavebands, or due to evolution of various dynamic flare-associated surrounding

features over the time required for visibility in the respective wavebands. Video 2 shows an

SXT movie of the same region as video 1.

Figure 6 shows difference images in EUV from EIT a--cl, and in SXRs from SXT

(d--fL These are "fixed frame" difference images, in which the same EIT or SXT pre-event
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imagewassubtractedfrom the subsequentimages.In addition,the EIT imagesare

normalizedto theimagethat wassubtractedoff, that is,theseare "percentagedifference

images"(Wills-Davey& Thompson1999).

Takentogether,Figures2 through6 revealcoronal-evolutioncharacteristicsof this

eruption;in particulartheyshowthe intensityvariationsin the two wavelengthregimes

asthe magneticfieldevolvestowarderuption,wherewetakethe filamentmotionsto be

indicativeof thefieldevolution.Whilethe box1featureshowsa nearlysteadyincreasein

intensityin EUV (Fig.3b), it showsmuchmoredramaticfluctuationsin SXRs(Fig. 5b).

Video2 showsthat this featureundergoesseveralepisodesof microflaring,the last of

whichis occurringin Figure4b. This microflaringis temporallyrelatedto brighteningof

the loopfeatureindicatedby the arrowsin Figure4b;brighteningof this loopis partially

capturedby thebox4 lightcurvesin Figure5b,betweenabout7:00UT and 12:00UT.

After 12:00UT thereis a sharpintensitydropin box4, coincidingwith onsetof the main

flarein box5, bothof whichareclosein timeto the filament'sfast-eruptiononset.There

arethreeparticularlystrongSXP_microflaresat thebox 1 location, and these correlate well

with the movement of the filament. Vertical bars in Figures 3a and 5a are at times of the

microflare intensity peaks: the earliest peak is near 5:00 UT and corresponds to about the

time of the start of the earliest monotonic slow rise of the filament; the second peak is near

8:30 UT and corresponds with a fluctuation in the slow-rise trajectory; and the third peak

is near 11:45 UT, which is near the time of the end of the slow rise and the start of the

rapid ejection of the filament.

3.3. Dimmings

EUV lightcurves 2 and 3 in Figure 3 and SXR lightcurves 2 and 4 in Figure 5 are fl'om

the pair of dimn_ng regions closest to the core eruption region; lightcurve 2 is from the
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southernregionandlightcurves3 and4 arefromthe northernregion.Wecallthese"twin

dimmings,"andsimilardimmingpairsareoftenseenin eruptions(e.g.,Sterling& Hudson

1997;Hudsonet al. 1999;Zarroet al. 1999;Thompsonet al. 1998,2000;Kahler& Hudson

2001),althoughmorecomplicateddimmingsarealsonot uncommon(e.g.,deTomaet al.

2005).Twindimmingsapparentlyresultwhenthemagneticfield containinga filamentor

filamentchannelandthemagneticfieldsbulgingout fromthis channelleavestheSml;this

fieldis eitherafhLxropeprior to eruption,or a flux ropeformsin theprocessof erupting.

As it lifts off the Sun,the ftux ropeleavesbelowit a relativelylongandnarrowchannel

of reduced'density,andthereforereducedemission.Nearthe middleof this evacuated

channel,however,flareloopsrapidlydevelop,leavingthe twoendregionsasthe dimming

pair. Figures2cand4cshowthesedimmingsbest.

Lightcurvesfrom EIT (Fig. 3b)haveadequatetime cadenceto seesomedetailsin

theevolutionof thesedimmings.Thereis a gradualdownturnin the intensitybeginning

at about07:00UT in thesouthernregionand 11:00UT for the northernregion.Both

locationsshowan increasedrate of dimmingfrom about12:00UT, with the maximum

dimmingoccurringat about13:00UT. Overall,the southerndimming'sdecreaseroughly

trackstheriseofthefilament,andtheincreasedrateof intensitydecreasein bothdimmings

coincidescloselywith the onsetof rapidfilamentrise. At later timesthereis anupturn in

the intensityat both locationsdueto the intrusionof post-eruption-arcadeemission into

the dimmed regions. Prior to the onset of either of the twin dimmings, both regions show

an increase in intensity, beginning between 4 and 6 UT in the southern region and between

6 and 9 UT in the northern region. In either case, this seems to be due to brightening of

isolated loop-like features; it is not certain whether these brightenings are directly related

to the subsequent dimmings, which occur over a more extended region than the brightening

features alone.
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Lightcurvesfrom SXT alsoshowintensitydecreasesdueto thesetwin dimn_ngs

from about12:00UT. Detailsof intensitychangeswith time, however,arenot aseasyto

determineaswith theEUV lightcurvesdueto theless-regularcadenceof SXTcomparedto

EIT.

Remotedimmingsandbrighteningswouldbe expectedto preceedthe onsetof fast

filamenteruptionif the breakoutmechanismis the trigger for the eruption(Moore&

Sterling2006).Lightcurves6, 7,and8 in bothEUV (Fig. 3b)andSXRs(Fig. 5b)all show

dimmingat locationsthat areremote,in thesensethat they arefartherremovedfromthe

eruptingfilamentthanarethetwin dimmings;morespecifically,theyareassociatedwith

magneticelementsoutsidethebipolarregionthat erupts. [Lightcurve9 is froma location

of a setof loopsthat showchangesconsistentwith temperaturevariationin a setof loops,

seeSterling& Moore 2004a/J Aidera carefulanalysisof thesedimmingsusingmethods

similarto thoseof Sterling& Moore¢2004al. we find that we cannot say whether the

primary intensity changes [dimmings and brightenings, or the fast-rise onset begins first,

and the data allow that they are concurrent. That is. we cannot determine whether the

breakout reconnection was the trigger of. or a consequence of. the eruption. This is similar

_o our previous findings, as discussed in Moore & Sterling [2006) (also see Williams et al.

2005

3.4. Magnetic Environment

Figure 7 shows the magnetic environment in the vicinity of the eruption. Overall, at

this time the southern hemisphere of the Sun consisted of multiple polarities. We have

identified in Figure 7b four alternating-polarity regions that form a quadruple, and from

the coronal images from EIT and SXT we suspect that all of these four regions are involved

in or affected by the eruption. The filament that erupts resides on a magnetic neutral line
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between regions R2 and R3. Figure 7 also shows that the Box 1 region, where microflaring

activity prior _o eruption occurred, is a location of stronger mixed field, including a_ least

three spot-like negative-field concentrations.

Figure 8 shows in more detail the field concentrations of and around box i. Flux

emerges over about 16 hours. As late as 20:48 UT on Feb 27. box 1 contained no black

flux at all, and Figures 8a--8c shows tha_ emergence occurred over the nex_ several hours.

Figure 8d shows the unsigned magnetic flux integrated over box 1 as a function of time:

this curve is reproduced in Figures 3a and 5a, showing that the largest growth of the

flux coincides with the s_ar_ of the filament's slow rise. We have already pointed out

that the SXP_ microflaring coincides closely with the filamenfs slow rise. and since the

microflares emanate from the location of the growing flux, it is !ikely that the emerging flux

is responsible for both the _eneration of the microflares and the instigation of the fllament's

slow rise see §4).

3.5. CDS Spectra

Figure 9 shows the CDS FOV overlaid onto selected EIT and SXT images. As the

northern portion of the filament crossed the CDS FOV. _wo significant events occur

within the CDS FOV The first is a microfiaring of the feature a_ the location of box 1

in Figures 2 and 4. and the second is the eruption of the northern pas_ of the filament.

Arrows in Figures 9a. 9b, and 9d show the mieroflaring feature: it is in the CDS FOV

only in Figure 6a, but Figure 9d shows that there is a bright SXR loop emanating from

this microflaring region and extending _o the southeast. This is the early flare arcade, also

visible in Figure 4c and represented by the ligh_curve for box 5 in Figure 5b. This feature

becomes visible in SXT images between 1210 UT and 12:55 UT. and therefore forms after

the star_ of the fast eruption of the filament.
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Fignlres10aand 10bshowCDSO v velocityrastersa_timeswhenthe box i

emerging-fluxreglonis in theCDSFOVandwhenit is undergoingmicroflaring.Fromthe

raster,this microflaringresultsin motionsalongor nearthe magneticfieldtracedby the

bright SXRloopemanatingfromthe thisregionin Figure9d. Figure9balsooverlaysonto

theCDSrasterof Figure10athemagne_ogramof Figure8a. Thisoverlayshowsthat the

microflaringfeatureoccursat the locationofthenewly-emergedflux concentration,andthis

matchsupportsourconclusionthat theemergingflux wasresponsilolefor themicroflare.

Figures10cthrough10fshowthe panelswheremotionsassociatedwith the erupting

filamentareclearlyapparemin CDS. At timesjusl prior to these,from 12:01UT to

12:23UT. it is barelypossiblefor uscopickout the filamen_in the velocitymovies,

indicatingfilamentvelocities< 20km s-I which is the approximatenoiselevelof the

velocityimages.Figure3ashowsthat theremaybesubtlemotions(of magnitudesimilar

to theerrorbars in this northernportionof the filamentprojectedon the solardiskfrom

about08:00UT. FromFigurei0. thefilamenthasEarthward-directedvelocitiesof up

to a fewtenskm s-1 from about 12:23UT, reaching100km s-I or morefrom around

12:44UT. Sincethe lowestdetectableCDSvelocitiesarearound20km s-I, wecannot

resolvepossibleslow-risefilamentmotionsof this portionof thefilament,whicharelikely

cobemuchsmallerthan 20km s-I basedonour estimatesin §3.1for the velocitiesof

the southernportionof the filament.Figures10dl0f dotell us.however,that between

12:34UT andabout13:00UT thenorthernportionof thefilamentdoeshavea line-of-sight

velocitycomparableto ourestimatedvelocityof about45km s-I for the southernportion

of the filamen_at similartimes.
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4. Implications for the Slow Rise Mechanism, and for the Fast-Rise-Onset

Mechanism

First we consider what may have driven the slow-rise of the filament. A strong hint

comes from the activity around the box 1 location in Figures 2 and 4. Figure 8 shows that

there is flux emergence at this location, and Figures 3a and 5a show that the emergence

coincides approximately with the filament's slow rise and the start of the SXR microfiaring.

Figure 11 shows our interpretation of these events, in the immediate vicinity of

the filament eruption. Emerging flux of box 1 interacts with the pre-existing magnetic

arcade that arches over and ties down the overlying filament field, and "tether-weakening"

reconnection occurs between these two flux systems. In contrast to "tether-cutting"

reconnection, which reduces the filament field's connection to the photosphere and

builds a flux rope, tether-weakening reconnection, in the present setup, results in longer,

higher-arching loops in the overlying arcade (Moore _ Roumeliotis 1992). This reconnection

heats the plasma on the reconnected field lines, producing the fan-like SXR structure

together with the SXR microflare brightenings. As the reconnection progresses the fan field

expands, allowing the filament-carrying field to expand, and the filament rises slowly in

'step with the fan-field expansion.

As box 1 is spatially separated from the location where we measure the strongest

filament motion (southern fiducial of Fig. 2a), we must consider how long it would take

for a mieroflare disturbance generated by an emerging magnetic element of box 1 to be

transmitted to our measurement point on the filament. From Figure 2a this distance is of

order 300 r_, or about 2 × 105 km. We measured the average magnetic field strength of the

region around the filament (spanning heliocentric longitude 0_ to 200_ and latitude -400 _rto

0_; see Fig. 2b) to be 12 G. Taking p _ i0 ]5 gcm 3 to represent a quiet-region loop density

(e.g., Priest 1982, Table 6.2) gives an Alfv_n velocity of VA = B/(4_rp) _/2 _ 1O00 km s -z,
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with acorrespondingAlfv@ntraveltimeof about3.5minbetweentheemergingflux andthe

filament-measurementlocation.Giventhe roughnessof ourestimatesandthe poorcadence

of the SXT images(resultingin poorcadencefor the SXRmicroflarecurvein Fig. 5), this

traveltimeis consistentwith the changesin filamentmotionoccurringin responseto the

SXRmicrofinres.

Eventually,theslowriseswitchesto fastriseasthefilamenterupts,producingtheCME

andstrongflareheating.But asin our previous studies (Moore _z Sterling 2006), we are not

able to determine the exact mechanism for the onset of this transition from slow to fast rise.

A possibility for our event is that continued tether-weakening reconnection could result in

the overall system evolving to an unstable state, resulting in the fast eruption. In fact, the

third and final SXR i_croflare could be due to the tether-weakening reconnection episode

that finally allows the system to "fall off the table" and become explosively unstable. If

instead, tether cutting is the mechanism triggering fast eruption, then we would expect a

brightening increase at the location of box 5 at the time of the onset of the' filament's fast

rise. From Figure 5, the time of flare brightening and fast filament rise onset are very close,

but it is not possible to make a definitive conclusion of whether the brightening begins early

enough to be consistent with a tether cutting mechanism. Similarly, as discussed in §3.3,

from our data we also cannot determine whether breakout was the trigger of the fast-rise

onset for this event.

5. Summary and Discussion

We observed a large-scale (_ 300,000 km) filament that erupted from a quiet solar

region, and the filament and associated ejected fields produced a CME. By following

the motions of the filament we can infer how the otherwise-invisible enveloping field

structures evolve toward eruption. The earliest motion that we can detect of the filament
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is a nearly-constant slow rise of about 1 km s-1 projected against the disk, which we

estimate to be about 5 km s -1 in the vertical direction. After about 6 hours the filament

undergoes acceleration and erupts from the Sun, leaving a post-flare arcade in its wake.

Weak-intensity dimmings began near the filament during the slow-rise phase, and these

dimmings became pronounced twin dimmings at the time of eruption. Dimmings also occur

at more remote locations, which could be indicative of breakout-type reconnection. New

magnetic flux emerges adjacent to the filament over a 15 hour period that includes tlre

slow-rise and eruption of the filament, with the fastest rate of emergence coinciding with

the onset of the slow rise. Several SXR. microflares occur at the location of emergence, and

the three strongest ones peak respectively near the times of filament slow-rise onset, a kink

in the slow-rise trajectory_ and the time of transition from slow rise to fast eruption of the

filament. Spectra from CDS of the first microflare show that it has rapid jet-like upflows.

These spectra also show that the northern portion of the filament erupts with velocities

similar to that of the southern portion of the filament, a fact that we could not obtain

without the spectra since the northern part of the filament erupts nearly directly along the

Earth-Sun line-of-sight.

The coronal hole in the vicinity of the filament (see Figs. 4 and 6) undergoes intensity

changes during eruption, and it could have some implication in the large scale evolution

of the magnetic system involving the filament. In Figure 12 we present such a possibility

(described in the caption), including a modified breakout-type scenario similar to that of

Sterling et al. (2001). Our interpretation of these events and our 2D cartoon sketches,

however, are speculative and necessarily simplistic, and a full understanding of the

observations would require non-linear force-free 3D MHD modeling.

It has long been known that localized newly-emerging flux frequently plays an

important role in the onset of solar eruptions (e.g., Rust 1976; Moore et al. 1984; Parker
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1987), and this has resulted in emerging-flux-based theoretical models since at least

Heyvaerts, Priest, _z Rust (1977). Wang et al. (2004) have observed rapid flux emergence

near the time and place of flare onset, although their event was not associated with a

filament eruption. SXR microflares have also been seen in association with emerging flux

(Tang et al. 2000; Shimizu et al. 2002). Also, Feynman &: Ruzmaikin (2004) found aa

association between emerging flux and the onset of the slow rise in a filament; our work

supports their findings, and we give new evidence that the agent by which the emerging

flux leads to the slow rise is tether-weakening reconnection.

Our strongest evidence for tether-weakening reconuection causing the slow rise of the

filament field _which is part of a more general eruption field is the bright SXR fan structure

stemming from the SXR microflares, the connection of these with the emerging flux. and

their coordination with the filament trajectory. Both the fan and the microflares, however.

are prominent only in SXRs. not EUV. Previous filament slow-rise studies may have missed

signatures for tether weakening because they generally either did not include SXRs. or

used SXT SXR images of insufficient cadence. An active-region filament eruption studied

by Sterling _ Moore /2005/ also showed a connection between localized EUV and SXR

brightenings, recendy-emerged flux. and the slow-rise phase of a filament, although the data

quality were not sufficient to conclude whether tether weakening was operating in that case.

Similarly, Williams et al. (20051 present another observationM example of possible tether

weakening due to the intrusion of localized newly-emerging flux into a magnetically-stressed

region: they did not see brightening by the inferred reconnection however, probably because

they observed in EUV without SXRs. Schmieder et M. (2000) also present an example of an

X-ray bright point in spatial and _emporal proximity to a destaloilized filament, which they

suggested could be related to emerging flux. These additionM examples suggest that tether

weakening causes the slow-rise phase of erupting filaments in at least a class of events. It

still remains to be seen. however, whether tether weakening by localized emerging flux.
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leadingto a CMEexplosion,is rareor common.In addition,moreobservationsareneeded

to determinewhattriggersthe fasteruption.
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Fig. 1.-- LASCOdifferenceimageat 16:50UT fromthe C2coronagraph,showingthe halo

CME resultingfrom the filamenteruptionof this paper. The insertis an EIT difference

imagefrom16:48UT. This imageis fromthe LASCOonlinecatalog(Yashiroet al.2004).

Fig. 2.-- EUV imagesof the eruptingregionfrom EIT, takenwith its 195/_filter. Arrows

in (a) and(b) point to thefilament,whichisstartingto eruptin (b), andhaseruptedand

by thetime of panel(c), andthereforethefilamentis not visiblein (c) or (d). The nearly

horizontallinesin (a) arefiducialsalongwhichthe heightof the filamentprojectedon the

disk ismeasuredin Figs.3aand5a.Boxes,labeledin (d), areregionsforwhichlightcurves

aregeneratedin Fig.3b. North isup andwestis to the righthereandin all solarimagesin

this paper.TheEIT imagesin thesepanelsareframesfromVideo1.

Fig. 3.-- (a) Trajectoryof the filamentasa functionof time alongfiducialsof Fig. 2a,

with the bottom(top) trajectoryfrom the southern(northern)fiduciall Initial heightsare

arbitrarilysetat approximately0kmand10,000km,andmotionupward(downward)reflects

motionsprojectedonthe disktowardthewest(east),Errorbarsare1oruncertaintiesbased

on three independentmeasurementsof the filamentmotion. The curvelabeled"B flux"

is from Fig. 8 anddiscussedfurther below.Verticalbarsshowtimesof the peaksof SXR

microflareburstsin Fig.5. (b) Lighteurvesfromcorrespondingly-numberedboxedregionsin

Fig. 2. Curve10isfromaregionshowinglittle changeandrepresentsbackgroundvariations.

Differentlinethicknesses,anddashedandsolidlines,arefor clarityonly,andall plotsare

shiftedarbitrarilyon theverticalaxisfor clarity.

Fig. 4.-- Similarto Fig. 2, but from softX-ray (SXR)imagesfrom SXT, takenwith its

A1Mgfilter. Boxes,labeledin (d), areregionsfor whichlightcurvesaregeneratedin Fig.5b.

Box 5 is omittedfrom panel(a) to showthe centralfeaturesmoreclearly.Arrowsin (b)

point to a loopthat brightensin SXRsnearthe start of the filament'sfast-risephase.A

coronalholeis visiblein the NE of the frames,eastof -450in the abscissa,and between
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approximately-200and-400 in theordinate.TheSXT imagesin thesepanelsareframes

fromVideo2.

Fig. 5. (a) Sameasin Fig. 3a. but with the filament trajectory plotted on a logarithmic

scale; error bars are given in Fig. 3a but omitted here for clarity, the curve labeled "B

flux" is from Fig. 8 and discussed below. (b Lightcurves from correspondingly-numbered

boxed regions in Fig. 4 Curve 10 is from a region showing tittle chemge and represents

background variations. Curve 2 has been magnified by a taetor of 5 to show better its

variations. Different line thicknesses, and dashed and solid lines, are for clarity only, and all

plots are shifted arbitrarily on the vertical axis for clarity. Stars on curve 10 are plotted ar

times of SXT images, showing the cadence of the observations. In al, vertical bars show

times of the peaks of SXR microflare bursts from the box 1 lightcurve of (b/.

Fig. 6. Fixed-frame intensity difference images of the erupting region, all from 2001 Febru-

ary 28. Panels a_ (c/ are percentage difference images from EIT. with the image used in

forming the percentage difference from 06:00 UT. Panels d} ,f) are SXT difference images,

with the subtracted image from 06:36 UT. Arrows in ej point out a ridge next to a coronal

hole that brightens in SXT images, and dims in both EIT fcl and SXT (f images.

Fig. 7. Magnetic setting in the vicinity of the eruption. _a MDI magne_ogram at the

time indicated in the heading, b} Same as al but with red and blue contours representing

positive and negative flux regions, respectively. Labels RI--IR,4 denote alternating positive

and negative regmns that form a quadrupole involved in the eruption c Magnetogram

contours of (b) overlaid on an EIT image prior co eruption, d Magnetogram contours of

(b) overlaid on an SXT image from after the eruption Contour levels are 25.40. and 300 G.

Boxes in (b d) are those of Figs. 2 and 4.

Fig. 8. Close-up of the magnetic region around box 1. Panels a l Ic show MDI magne-
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tograms at three different times, where the black rectangle is the same as box 1 in Figs. 2

and 4. Panel _d_ shows the unsigned total magnetic flux in box 1: this curve is also plotted

in Figs. 3a and 5a

Fig. 9.-- Field-of-view fFOV_ of CDS (rectangle box overlaid onto (a--c EIT images and

(d an SXT image: since CDS was pointing at the same fixed heliocentric location tl.e..

CDS was not tracking solar rotation the solar images rotate with respect to the CDS FOV

over time. Arrows in (a_. fb_. and (d] indicate a location showing microflaring during the

pre-eruption phase: this is at the location of box 1 in Figs. 2 and 4 and is in the CDS FOV

in a}.

Fig. 10. CDS O v velocity rasters a when a microflare is occurrmg (indicated by the

arrow, at the location of box 1 in Figs. 2 and 4 and at the location indicated by the arrows in

Figs. (ga), /gb/. and (9d). Panel b} is the same as {a) with the MDI magne_ogTam of 2001

Feb 28. 01:35 UT overlaid, with contours the same level as those in Fig. 7. Panels (c--D

show the filament when it is most visible in the velocity diagrams. Prior to the time of

(aL it is barely detectable, with velocities near the noise level tabout -20 km s -l' in movies

constructed from the CDS velocity rasters. Negative values indicate blue-shifted motions.

Values in If) have higher mmertainties and are likely stronger than they appear/, since the

signal is weak and therefore the profiles cannot be fit as well.

Fig. 11. Schematic drawings of the erupting region in the vicinity of the filament during

the slow-rise phase, l al 3D view. with black dashed line representing the magnetic neutral

line. black wavy line the filament, arched blue lines the magnetic field prior to a tether-

weakening-recommction episode, and adjacent red lines the same field slightly displaced by

the reconnection episode: the red cross shows the location of the reconnection. These red

field lines form a fan-like structure that arches over the filament, and is illuminated in SXRs.

b A cross-sectional cut of a at the position of the emerging flux. Blue and red lines are
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the same as in aJ. and the filament is in the dip of a twisted field line: the tether-weakening

reconnection lengthens field lines of the confining arcade, allowing the sheared core field to

expand upward, resulting in the filament's slow rise.

Fig. 12. Schematic drawings of the larger-scMe region, illustrating possible interactions

between the erupting field and the coronal hole noted in Figs. 4 and 6. Pane] t a_ shows the set

up near the time of the start of fi]ament's slow rise. The bipole associated with the emerging

flux is adjacen_ to R3. and the blue field line above it is one of the loops arching over the

filament in Fig. lla. Still-higher-altitude black loops are oriented so that reconnection with

open coronal bole fields emanating from R1 is possible at the location of the red X. In (bL

reconnection between these fields has started, with the reconnection-produet fields dashed.

The new loops formed between R.1 and R2 lead to the remo_e SXT brightening of Fig. 6e,

and to a reduction of the coronal hole. Meanwhile, the filament-arcade blue field continues

_o expand upward. In c _he erupting filament-arcade blue field has "broken out" through

the external reconnection site and the legs of the erupting blue field internally reconnec_

ar the location of the red X. causing the main flare and unleashing the CME flux rope

plasmoid After the CME plasmoid pinches off and escapes, the most-recently-created R1

R2 loop will reconnect with the most-recently-created open field . both dashed ,. [n d_ the

dashed field lines of (c) have reconnected to produce new dashed reconnection-product fields

(dashed here), and a new set of fields are coming together and will reconnect. Eventually, the

entire system relaxes via these reconnections until a state similar to panel (a) is re-instated,

although in this final state the R2--R3 arcade is more relaxed and less inflated than that of

panel (a) because the eruption has occurred. This could result in the dimming apparent in

Fig. 6f.
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